
AGENDA

• 9.00 - 09.30
 Registration on site & Welcome coffee

• 09.30 - 09.45
 Welcome speech & Company presentation 
 Andrea Cartioli
 Head of Global Sales Force

• 09.45 - 12.30
 New products presentation
 Francesco Mondadori 
 Product Manager and Business Developer

 Paolo Munarini
 Product Testing - Prototyping

 Daniele Ulivi 
 Technical Support Specialist

 Davide Soresina
 Technical Support Specialist

• 12.30 - 13.30
 Lunch

• 13.30 - 15.00
 Case studies presentation
 Daniele Ulivi
 Technical Support Specialist

 Davide Soresina
 Technical Support Specialist

• 15.00 - 15.30
 Coffee break

• 15.30 - 16.30
 Application workshop
 Demo - Live Setups

• 16.30 - 17.00
 End of the event and Greetings
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COE HR cameras are designed to provide high-resolution images, using the latest High Res sensors that offer both quality and speed.  The rugged 
design allows these high resolution sensors to perform under harsh conditions in the most demanding environments. Additional features include 
pixel correction, column defect correction, flat-field correction, white balancing and much more. Combined with our MC12K Macro optics, you 
have a winning solution!
COE HR cameras are available in USB3 or Camera Link, offering high speeds and reliability. Different filter options and a choice of lens mount 
allow for easy integration that is perfect for measurement applications, high resolution inspection, security and more.

High Resolution 71 Million Pixels Camera

TC CORE PLUS series is the new line of compact telecentric lenses and illuminators with a revolutionary design that allows to save precious 
space in vision systems. To optimize the performances of the objective, we provide a complete bundle of dedicated calibration patterns and a 
specifically tailored calibration suite.

Compact measurement system for large fovs

An upgraded version of TCZR lenses, the newly designed TCZRS lenses feature an extremely precise positioning system with a bipolar stepper 
motor and an incremental magnetic encoder, delivering exceptional magnification repeatability. 
Moreover, focusing and image centering stability are guaranteed at every magnification position, thus avoiding recalibration at any given time. 
Four different magnifications, featuring a total zoom range of 8x, can be selected through a dedicated remote control software.

The flexibility of zoom lenses with the accuracy of fixed optics

Flicker free high power LED line illuminators designed to ensure very constant illumination and repeatable acquisition in demanding applications 
with reduced exposure times (tens of us). LTLNM can be dimmed through an analogue signal, feature an enable PIN and fans to dissipate the 
generated heat.  Available with an emitting surface up 2 meters in 200 mm increments and supplied with different light angles/focusing 
distances:  - near field (10 - 100 mm) or far field (100 - 200 mm) focused with converging rays, - collimated working at a distance between 10 and 
200 mm. Custom sizes and colors upon request.

LTLNE series feature a 300 mm active area and are available in three opto-mechanical versions (basic configuration with condensing lens, as 
coaxial line lights or integrating a 45° mirror) and two cooling options (passive or fan cooling). 
LTLNE are supplied with different light angles/focusing distances: - near field (10 - 100 mm) or far field (100 - 200 mm) focused with converging 
rays, - collimated working at a distance between 10 and 200 mm. Custom sizes and colors upon request.

LTLNM series - Flicker free linescan LED line lights

LTLNE series - Coaxial and direct LED line lights

OPTICS

LIGHTING

CAMERAS

SOFTWARE

Together with optics, lighting, and cameras, software is a critical step in developing a vision system. Software is essential to correct, process, and 
analyze images, ensuring that the output of a vision system satisfies the inspection requirements. With a low-level programming approach, e.g. 
C++ combined with machine vision dedicated libraries, you can have total freedom. But, it requires a highly skilled and dedicated resource. That’s 
why Opto Engineering® FABIMAGE STUDIO is the perfect solution for software development! FABIMAGE STUDIO is a software tool for machine 
vision engineers that will assist you in creating your application. It  follows a natural logic flow - from input to output - combined with one of 
the most powerful libraries in the market, with 1000+ functions.

Creating your own Vision Application has never been easier: 
FabImage Studio and Libraries

PCHI optics have been developed by Opto Engineering® to enable the perfect viewing of holed objects, cavities and containers at high resolution 
while LTRNHP are diffuse low-angle LED ringlights designed to illuminate very fast moving objects while ensuring extended LED lifetime.  
LTRNHP is used in strobe mode and is precisely overdriven and controlled by dedicated LTDV1CH-17V strobe controller allowing to inspect bottle 
caps or other samples at very high speeds, down to exposure times as low as tens of μs. Such short exposure times guarantee perfectly focused 
images without any motion blur even at very high inspection speeds.

High speed 360° cavity inspection

Opto Engineering® range of LED strobe controllers now includes LTDVE8CH-20 and LTDVE4CH-20 with Ethernet and RS485 interfaces featuring 
respectively eight and four output channels driving lights with currents up to 20A (pulsed) and 2A (continuous). These controllers accurately set 
current intensity, pulse duration and delay of LED illuminators, offer filtering options for trigger signals and easily synchronize the strobe pulses with 
the camera exposure to meet today’s machine vision high speed demands.

8 and 4 channels LED strobe controllers with max pulsed current of 20A


